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Hello Kitty? Secrets of Modern Japanese Culture from Pokémon and Pikachu. Ganguro
appeared as a new fashion style in Japan in the early 1990s and was prevalent mostly among
young women. In ganguro fashion, a deep tan is combined with hair. James used a Pikachu in
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Welcome to Spirit Halloween. Experience SpiritHalloween.com! Explore our vast selection of
original and amazing costume ideas to find the perfect costume that is. Ganguro appeared as a
new fashion style in Japan in the early 1990s and was prevalent mostly among young women. In
ganguro fashion, a deep tan is combined with hair. Cosplay (コスプレ, kosupure), a contraction
of the words costume play, is a performance art in which participants called cosplayers wear
costumes and fashion.
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Luke Plunkett is a Contributing Editor based in Canberra, Australia. He has written a book on
cosplay, designed a game about airplanes, and also runs cosplay.kotaku.com.
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original and amazing costume ideas to find the perfect costume that is. James used a Pikachu in
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